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Abstract
The autocorrelation function of a sequence is a measure for how much the given sequence
diers from its translates. Periodic binary sequences with good correlation properties have im-
portant applications in various areas of engineering. In particular, one needs sequences with a
two-level autocorrelation function, that is, all nontrivial autocorrelation coecients equal some
constant . The case where  is as small as theoretically possible in absolute value has turned out
to be especially useful; such sequences are called perfect. Unfortunately, in many cases perfect
sequences cannot exist, and so one has also considered \almost perfect" sequences, where one
allows one nontrivial autocorrelation coecient to be dierent from . In this paper, we con-
centrate on the existence problem for perfect and almost perfect binary periodic sequences; such
sequences are actually equivalent to certain cyclic dierence sets and cyclic divisible dierence
sets, respectively, structures which have been studied in Design Theory for a long time. This
connection allows one to obtain strong results on the existence of (almost) perfect sequences.
We also discuss some related questions, namely the aperiodic case, ternary perfect sequences,
binary perfect arrays, and the merit factor of a sequence. Finally, we conclude the paper with a
simplied description of an interesting real-world application, namely \coded aperture imaging".
Our paper serves mainly as a survey of the area just outlined, but it also contains some new
results. ? 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Periodic sequence; Autocorrelation function; Perfect sequence; Barker sequence;
Almost perfect sequence; Merit factor; Binary sequence; Dierence set; Relative dierence set
1. Introduction
A sequence a = (ai)i=0;1;2::: is called periodic with period v provided that ai = ai+v
for all i: In this paper, we only consider real-valued sequences most of which will in
fact be binary, that is, all entries are either +1 or −1: The (periodic) autocorrelation
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function C of a is dened by
C(t) :=
v−1X
i=0
aiai+t :
Note that the sequence C = C(t) is again periodic with period v, so that it suces to
consider the autocorrelation coecients C(t) for t = 0; : : : ; v − 1. The autocorrelation
function is a measure for how much the original sequence diers from its translates.
In the binary case, C(t) just counts the number of agreements of a with its translate
by a shift of t minus the number of disagreements. In particular, C(0)= v in this case.
All other autocorrelation coecients are called nontrivial or the o-peak autocorrela-
tion coecients. In what follows, we shall always denote the number of entries +1
contained in one period of a periodic binary sequence by k.
In this paper we give a survey of periodic sequences with \good" autocorrelation
properties, but we will also prove a few new results. Such sequences have many im-
portant applications in engineering; one particular example from Optics, namely \coded
aperture imaging", will be described in the nal section, where we shall also provide
further references. For many applications, one needs sequences a with a 2-level auto-
correlation function; that is, all the nontrivial autocorrelation coecients equal some
constant . The case where  is as small as possible in absolute value has turned
out to be especially useful; such sequences are called perfect. Unfortunately, in many
cases perfect sequences cannot exist, and so one has also considered almost perfect
sequences, where one allows one nontrivial autocorrelation coecient to be dierent
from . In this paper, we concentrate on the existence problem for perfect and almost
perfect binary periodic sequences. However, we shall also discuss some related ques-
tions, namely the aperiodic case, ternary perfect sequences, binary perfect arrays and
the merit factor of a sequence.
As far as we are aware, sequences with a 2-level autocorrelation function were in-
troduced in 1955 by Golomb who imposed this condition as one of his famous three
axioms for \pseudo-random sequences"; see Chapter III of [34]. Certain perfect se-
quences, namely the \m-sequences" (which will be discussed in Section 2), satisfy
Golomb’s axioms. In the remainder of this section, we will rst discuss some sim-
ple properties of the autocorrelation function and then introduce a related notion for
aperiodic sequences.
For some applications, it is more natural to use sequences with entries 0 and 1,
instead of entries 1. If we replace every entry −1 in a periodic binary sequence a by
0, we obtain a 0=1-sequence a^; note a^= (a+ j)=2; where j denotes the sequence with
all entries +1. If we apply the denition of the autocorrelation function C of a to a^,
we obtain another periodic function which we will denote by C^. These two functions
are related in the following simple manner.
Lemma 1.1. Let a be a periodic binary sequence with period v; and let a^ be the cor-
responding 0=1-sequence. Let k be the number of entries +1 in one period of a. Then
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the autocorrelation coecients C(t) and C^(t) are related as follows:
C(t) = v− 4(k − C^(t)):
Proof. Note that C^(t) counts the number of pairs (a^i; a^i+t)=(1; 1), where 06i6v−1.
For a xed value of t, denote this number by . Then we have k −  pairs (a^i; a^i+t)=
(1; 0) and also k −  pairs (a^i; a^i+t)= (0; 1), hence v− (2k − ) pairs (a^i; a^i+t)= (0; 0).
This gives the assertion, as
C(t) =  + (v− 2k + )− 2(k − ) = v− 4(k − C^(t):
Corollary 1.2. Let a be a periodic binary sequence with period v. Then all auto-
correlation coecients C(t) are congruent to v modulo 4.
It turns out that periodic binary functions with a 2-level autocorrelation function are
equivalent to \cyclic dierence sets", a class of objects which is of central interest in
Design Theory; we refer the reader to Chapter VI of [9] for an extensive, up-to-date
treatment of these structures. Here we just recall the denition. Thus let G be a group
of order v (written additively). A (v; k; )-dierence set in G is a k-subset D of G,
such that the list of dierences
d− e (d; e 2 D)
contains each element g 6= 0 exactly  times. A dierence set D is called cyclic or
abelian, if G has the respective property.
We then have the following simple result.
Lemma 1.3. A periodic binary sequence with period v; k entries +1 per period and
2-level autocorrelation function (with all nontrivial autocorrelation coecients equal
to ) is equivalent to a cyclic (v; k; )-dierence set; where = v− 4(k − ):
Proof. Let a be such a sequence and dene a k-subset D of the cyclic group G of
residues modulo v as follows:
D := fg 2 G: ag =+1g;
where we identify G with the integers 0; 1; : : : ; v − 1. Hence the number of represen-
tations of an element h 6= 0 of G as a dierence from D equals the number  of
pairs (ag; ag+h) = (+1;+1). By Lemma 1.1, this number is indeed a constant  which
satises the equation = v− 4(k − ). Conversely, given a (v; k; )-dierence set in G,
we can dene a periodic binary sequence a as follows:
ai = 1:, imod v 2 D:
A similar argument as before shows that a indeed has a 2-level autocorrelation function.
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As indicated by Lemma 1.3, the order n := k− is another important parameter of a
dierence set D: We now note two simple properties of dierence sets; the easy proofs
are left to the reader.
Lemma 1.4. Let D be a (v; k; )-dierence set in a group G. The parameters of D are
related as follows:
(v− 1) = k(k − 1):
Moreover; the complement G nD of D is again a dierence set; with parameters
(v; v− k; v− 2k + ); in particular; D and G nD have the same order.
Lemma 1.4 gives a trivial necessary condition for the existence of dierence sets.
There are also many nontrivial nonexistence results, most of which are obtained us-
ing group rings, characters and algebraic number theory [9]. As we shall need the
group ring characterization of dierence sets later, we will briey explain this impor-
tant approach. Thus let ZG be the group ring of the abelian group G (now written
multiplicatively) over Z. Recall that ZG is the free Z-module with basis G, where
addition is componentwise and multiplication is given by0
@X
g2G
agg
1
A X
h2G
bhh
!
:=
X
g; h2G
agbhgh:
By abuse of notation, we will identify any subset S of G with the group ring elementP
g2S g. We also require the notation
A(t) :=
X
g2G
aggt where A=
X
g2G
agg;
and where t is some integer. It is now easily seen that the denition of a dierence
set translates into the following equation in ZG [9].
Lemma 1.5. Let D be a subset of a group G of order v. Then D is a (v; k; )-dierence
set in G if and only if the following equation holds in ZG:
DD(−1) = n+ G:
Finally, we call two subsets D and E of G equivalent if one has E = D(t)g in ZG
(for some integer t coprime with v and some g 2 G). It is quite usual to distinguish
dierence sets only up to equivalence and complementation.
Occasionally, we shall also need a notion of autocorrelation for a not necessarily
periodic sequence. Thus let a=(ai)i=0;1;:::;v−1 be a real-valued sequence. The aperiodic
autocorrelation function A of a is dened by
A(t) :=
v−t−1X
i=0
aiai+t ;
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Table 1
O-peak autocorrelation  Order n of dierence set
v  0mod 4 0 v=4
v  1mod 4 1 (v− 1)=4
v  2mod 4 2 or −2 (v− 2)=4 or (v + 2)=4
v  3mod 4 −1 (v + 1)=4
where t = 0; : : : ; v − 2: Again, the A(t) are called the (aperiodic) autocorrelation
coecients of a. Clearly, if a is actually a periodic sequence with period v, then
C(t) = A(t) + A(v− t)
for all t:
2. Perfect sequences
A 1-sequence (ai) of period v is called perfect if it has a 2-level autocorrelation
function where the o-peak autocorrelation coecients  are as small as theoretically
possible (in absolute value). It is not at all clear that perfect sequences exist, and we
will see in this paper that for many values of v no such sequences can exist. In order
to determine the (theoretically) smallest values, we have to distinguish the period v of
the sequence modulo 4, since always   vmod 4, by Corollary 1.2. We also know
that sequences with a 2-level autocorrelation function correspond to cyclic dierence
sets, see Lemma 1.3. Therefore, we call the dierence sets corresponding to perfect
sequences perfect dierence sets. Let n denote the order of such a dierence set D.
Using the connection between the autocorrelation coecients  and the parameters of
D given in Lemma 1.3, we have
n=
v− 
4
:
Hence we obtain Table 1.
There are ve dierent classes of perfect dierence sets corresponding to the ve
dierent (nontrivial) autocorrelation coecients. Given the size v and the order n of a
dierence set, the k-value has to be a solution of the equation
k2 − k = (k − n)(v− 1);
by Lemma 1.4; hence
k =
v
2

r
v2
4
− n(v− 1):
Without loss of generality, we can choose the negative square root (the other sign
corresponds to the complementary dierence set). The dierent orders n yield the
following parameters:
(I) 
v;
v−pv
2
;
v− 2pv
4

of order
v
4
;
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(II)
v;
v−p2v− 1
2
;
v+ 1− 2p2v− 1
4

of order
v− 1
4
;
(IIIa)
v;
v−p2− v
2
;
v− 2− 2p2− v
4

of order
v+ 2
4
(=−2);
(IIIb)
v;
v−p3v− 2
2
;
v+ 2− 2p3v− 2
4

of order
v− 2
4
(=+2);
(IV)
v;
v− 1
2
;
v− 3
4

of order
v+ 1
4
:
Note that the only dierence set of type (IIIa) corresponding to a perfect sequence
with autocorrelation value −2 is the trivial (2; 1; 0)-dierence set.
Let us look at the other four series (whose investigation is not that trivial). Dierence
sets of type (I) are called Hadamard dierence sets. Obviously, v has to be an even
square, say v= 4u2. Then we can write the parameters in the more familiar way
(4u2; 2u2 − u; u2 − u):
The only known cyclic example of such a dierence set is the trivial (4; 1; 0)-dierence
set. It is widely conjectured that this is actually the only example. Many nonexistence
results on dierence sets have been developed in order to attack this so-called \circulant
Hadamard matrix conjecture". In particular, we have to mention Turyn’s classical paper
[79]. Besides many other things, Turyn was able to show that the order u2 of a cyclic
Hadamard dierence set has to be odd. He also developed further necessary conditions
(not only for the cyclic case). However, basically all nonexistence results of Turyn
and later of other authors used the concept of \self-conjugacy": A prime p is called
self-conjugate modulo n, if p j  −1mod n0 for some nonnegative integer j, where n0
denotes the largest divisor of n relatively prime to p. We refer the reader to [9,57,70]
for more nonexistence results using self-conjugacy. Turyn was able to rule out the
existence of all cyclic Hadamard dierence sets of size 4u2 with 1<u< 55 [79]. The
case u = 39 needed special treatment, since in that case no self-conjugacy arguments
can be used. It is remarkable that the case u=55 had been open for about 30 years until
recently Schmidt [74] dramatically improved our knowledge about circulant Hadamard
dierence sets. The importance of his work lies in the fact that he has been able to prove
nonexistence results on circulant Hadamard matrices without using the self-conjugacy
assumption.
In order to state Schmidt’s result, we need to introduce a certain function F dened
on pairs (m; n) of positive integers. Let m=
Qt
i=1 p
ci
i be the prime power decomposition
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of m. For each prime divisor q of n, let
mq :=
8<
:
Y
pi 6=q
pi if m is odd;
4
Y
pi 6=2;q
pi if m is even:
As usual, we will write or(s) for the order of an integer s modulo r. We now dene
F(m; n) =
Qt
i=1 p
bi
i to be the minimum multiple of the squarefree part of m such that
for every prime divisor q of n and i=1; : : : ; t, at least one of the following conditions
is satised.
(a) q= pi and (pi; bi) 6= (2; 1),
(b) bi = ci,
(c) q 6= pi and qomq (q) 6 1 (modpbi+1i ).
Schmidt then proved the following result, using methods from algebraic number
thoery:
Result 2.1. Assume the existence of a (v; k; ; n)-dierence set in an abelian group G.
Then
exp(G)6

2s−1F(v; n)
n
1=2
v;
where s is the number of distinct odd prime divisors of v.
As an easy corollary to this theorem, Schmidt obtained the following strong asymp-
totic result:
Corollary 2.2. Let Q be any nite set of odd primes. Then there are only nitely
many cyclic Hadamard dierence sets of order u2; where all prime divisors of u are
in Q.
Actually Schmidt’s paper [74] deals with a far more general situation. It gives bounds
on the exponent of any abelian group containing a nontrivial dierence set; it also
contains similar results for other combinatorial objects, such as relative dierence sets,
planar functions and group-invariant weighing matrices. In particular, Schmidt’s results
suggest that a solution of the circulant Hadamard matrix conjecture (up to a nite
number of possible exceptions) is now within reach. From his work, the smallest
integer u for which the nonexistence of a cyclic Hadamard dierence set is still open
is u= 165. More precisely, we have the following result from [74]:
Result 2.3. Cyclic Hadamard dierence sets of order 1<u610 000 do not exist;
with the possible exceptions of u = 165; 231; 1155; 2145; 2805; 3255; 3905; 5115; 5187;
6699; 7161; 8151; 8645; 9867.
Actually, Result 2:1 should prove the circulant Hadamard matrix conjecture for al-
most all large u. Schmidt [74] conrmed this hunch by the results of a computer search
given in Table 2.
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Table 2
Range of u (u odd) # of cases not ruled out by Result 2.1
36u6104 26
1056u6105 + 104 2
1066u6106 + 104 1
1076u6107 + 104 1
1086u6108 + 104 0
It should be stressed that many noncyclic groups of order 4u2 do contain Hadamard
dierence sets. We refer the reader to [9,19] for recent results on these Hadamard
dierence sets. Some of these results will be discussed in the context of \perfect
binary arrays", see Section 7.
Next we investigate series (II). In this case, only one example of an abelian dierence
set is known (with parameters (13; 4; 1)). This is in contrast to the case of Hadamard
dierence sets where many noncyclic examples do exist. Since 2v − 1 has to be a
square, it is easy to check that the k-value of the dierence set, i.e. (v−p2v− 1)=2,
has to be a square, say u2. Then the parameters can be rewritten as follows:
(2u(u+ 1) + 1; u2; u(u− 1)=2): (1)
In [12,25], the following result has been checked:
Result 2.4. For 36u6100; no abelian dierence sets with parameters (1) exist.
Using (classical) nonexistence results on dierence sets, it should be possible to
extend the range for u for which no dierence set with parameters (1) can exist.
However, we do not yet know the smallest value of u for which the existence of such
an abelian dierence set cannot be ruled out (with the nonexistence results which are
known today).
Let us mention the consequence of Result 2:3 for perfect sequences:
Corollary 2.5. Perfect sequences of type (II) and period v do not exist for
13<v620201.
Apparently, case (IIIb) has never been studied systematically. A well-known result
from Design Theory (Schutzenberger’s theorem [9]) states that the order of a dierence
set in a group of even cardinality has to be a square. Hence, dierence sets with
parameters (IIIb) are quite rare: It is not only 3v − 2 which has to be a square, but
also v−2. This series contains a trivial (6; 1; 0)-dierence set. The next two candidates
are (66; 26; 10)- and (902; 425; 200)-dierence sets. Both parameters can be ruled out
easily using standard nonexistence results [57, Theorem 4:18]: In the rst case, the
prime 2 dividing the order 16 of the dierence set satises 25  −1mod 33, in the
second case, the order 225 is just divisible by the primes 3 and 5. We have 34 
−1mod 82 as well as 510  −1mod 82. Then Theorem 4:18 in Lander [57] shows that
these dierence sets cannot exist. The next cases (with v< 109) have parameters given
in Table 3.
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Table 3
v k  Order
12 546 6176 3040 3136
174 726 87 001 43 320 43 681
2 433 602 1 215 450 607 050 608 400
33 895 686 16 942 801 8 468 880 8 473 921
We are not aware of nonexistence results for these particular parameter sets. We
obtain the following observation about the corresponding sequences:
Theorem 2.6. Perfect sequences of type (IIIb) and period v do not exist for
6<v612545.
Dierence sets of type (IV) are called Paley{Hadamard dierence sets. In this case,
we do not have a \square root condition" as in the other series: The trivial necessary
conditions are satised for all v  3mod 4. Here we just want to list the three series
of Paley{Hadamard dierence sets which cover (parametrically) all known examples.
Note that for many parameters, noncyclic Paley{Hadamard dierence sets exist, but we
are not aware of nonabelian examples.
(1) Singer dierence sets (m-sequences): (2m − 1; 2m−1 − 1; 2m−2 − 1)
(2) Paley dierence sets (q; (q− 1)=2; (q− 3)=4); where q is a prime power.
(3) Twin prime power dierence sets (q(q+ 2); [q(q+ 2)− 1]=2; [q(q+ 2)− 3]=4),
where q and q+ 2 are both prime powers.
Here the dierence sets in series (1) are always cyclic, whereas those in the other
two series live in the additive group of GF(q) and in the direct sum of the additive
groups of GF(q) and GF(q+2), respectively. For a description of the construction of
these dierence sets and for further examples, we refer the reader to [9,70]. In partic-
ular, there has been considerable interest in cyclic dierence sets which have the same
parameters as the Singer dierence sets (and the associated perfect sequences); we
refer the reader to the classical work on GMW-dierence sets and sequences [35,75],
the recent papers [23,24,27,30,49,66,69] and the references quoted in these papers.
A recent systematic investigation of cyclic Paley{Hadamard dierence sets is in [78].
It is generally conjectured that every such dierence set has parameters as in one of the
three series above (but there are, of course, many further nonequivalent examples); this
conjecture has been veried in [78] for orders n< 10 000 with 17 possible exceptions:
Result 2.7. Assume the existence of a Paley{Hadamard dierence set D in a cyclic
group of order v; where v< 10 000. Then v is either of the form 2m−1; or a prime 
3mod 4; or the product of two twin primes; with the possible exceptions of v =
1295; 1599; 1935; 3135; 3439; 4355; 4623; 5775; 7395; 7743; 8227; 8463; 8591; 8835; 9135;
9215; 9423.
Corollary 2.8. A perfect sequence of type (IV) and period v< 10 000 exists if and
only if v is either of the form 2m − 1; or a prime  3mod 4; or the product of two
twin primes; with the possible exceptions given in Result 2:6.
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A concrete application of the perfect sequences corresponding to the cyclic dierence
sets in series (3) (that is, to the case where q and q+ 2 are twin primes) in Applied
Optics will be discussed in Section 8.
3. Almost perfect sequences
The lack of examples of perfect 1-sequences with o-peak autocorrelation value 0
motivated research in three directions:
 search for \almost perfect sequences",
 search for perfect sequences over alphabets dierent from f1g,
 search for \perfect arrays".
In this section, we will concentrate on almost perfect sequences. An almost perfect
sequence is a 1-sequence where all the o-peak autocorrelation coecients are as
small as theoretically possible { with exactly one exception. Of course, it would be
useful if the exceptional value is also small, but this is not required. Since there is
only one nontrivial exceptional autocorrelation coecient C(g), we must have g 
−gmod v, hence the period v of the sequence has to be even and g= v=2. The subset
of Zv corresponding to an almost perfect sequence is a \divisible dierence set". The
(general) denition is as follows: A k-element subset D of a group G of order v is
called a divisible dierence set with parameters (v=u; u; k; 1; 2), if the list of dierences
(d − d0 : d; d0 2 D; d 6= d0) covers every element in G nN exactly 2-times, and the
elements in N n f0g exactly 1 times, where N is a subgroup of G of order u. If 1=0,
these dierence sets are called relative dierence sets; in this case, the parameter 1
is usually omitted, and we speak of (v=u; u; k; )-relative dierence sets. In group ring
notation, the denition of a divisible dierence set translates into the equation
DD(−1) = (k − 1) + 1N + 2(G − N ) in ZG;
cf. Lemma 1.5. Using the group ring approach, it is easy to check that the complement
G nD of a divisible dierence set D is again a divisible dierence set.
As shown in [11], almost perfect sequences correspond to cyclic divisible dierence sets
with u=2. In contrast to perfect sequences, almost perfect sequences are parametrized
by two integers: the period v and the exceptional correlation coecient C(v=2). Since v
is even, we obtain three possible series of almost perfect sequences corresponding to the
cases (I), (IIIa) and (IIIb) in Section 2. Let f denote the correlation coecient C(v=2):
(I0)
v  0mod 4 :

v
2
; 2;
v
2
− ; f + v
4
− ; v
4
− 

; where =
p
v+ f=2;
(III0)
v  2mod 4 :
(IIIa0)
O-peak autocorrelation − 2 :
v
2
; 2;
v
2
− ; f + v
4
− ; v− 2
4
− 

; where =
p−v+ f + 4
2
;
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(IIIb0)
O-peak autocorrelation + 2 :
v
2
; 2;
v
2
− ; f + v
4
− ; v+ 2
4
− 

; where =
p
3v+ f − 4
2
:
In all three cases, we obtain a \square root condition" since  has to be an integer.
Together with −v6f6v, this condition yields trivial but strong necessary conditions.
In case (I0) and (IIIb0), several values for  are possible; in case (I0), for instance, 0, 1
and 2. On the other side, in case (IIIb0),  has to be comparitively large. We rst con-
sider case (IIIa0). Here, the only possible values for  are 0 and 1, corresponding to f=
v−4 and f=v (note that f  vmod 4, by Lemma 1:2). We obtain the parameter series
= 0 :

v
2
; 2;
v
2
;
v− 2
2
;
v− 2
4

;
= 1 :

v
2
; 2;
v− 2
2
;
v− 2
2
;
v− 6
4

:
Let us begin with the second case. Here we have k = 1. The \divisible designs" with
this property have been classied by Bose and Connor [10]; [45] for background. In
the dierence set terminology, the Bose{Connor classication shows that the dier-
ence set has to be the union of cosets of the exceptional subgroup N . Therefore, we
can \project" the divisible dierence set D onto G=N = G0 and obtain (in group ring
notation)
DD(−1) =
v− 2
2
N +
v− 6
4
(G − N );
(D)(D)(−1) = 2
v− 2
2
+ 2
v− 6
4
(G0 − f1G0g); (2)
where  denotes the canonical projection epimorphism G ! G0 as well as its extension
to the group rings ZG ! ZG0. Since D is the union of cosets from N , the coecients
of (D) are 0 and 2. We can divide both sides of (2) by 4 and obtain
D0D0(−1) =
v+ 2
8
+
v− 6
8
G0:
Since D0 has coecients 0 and 1, D0 describes a Paley{Hadamard dierence set (in a
group of order v=2). We can reverse this process, hence the almost perfect sequences
(or dierence sets) under consideration exist if and only if the corresponding Paley{
Hadamard dierence sets exist.
Theorem 3.1. A divisible dierence set D with parameters
v
2
; 2;
v− 2
2
;
v− 2
2
;
v− 6
4

exists in a group G relative to a normal subgroup N if and only if G=N contains a
Paley{Hadamard dierence set D0. If  denotes the projection epimorphism G!G=N;
then the pre-image of D0 under  is the desired divisible dierence set.
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Corollary 3.2. An almost perfect sequence of type (IIIa0) and period v with  = 1
exists if and only if a perfect sequence of period v=2 with v  6mod 8 exists.
The case  = 0 is more interesting: We have k − 1 = 1. Divisible dierence sets
with these parameters have been studied in [4]. This paper does not contain a complete
classication of divisible dierence sets with k − 1 = 1, however the cyclic case has
been settled completely. It is, of course, this case that is interesting for sequences:
Result 3.3. Let D be a cyclic divisible dierence set in Zv with parameters
v
2
; 2;
v
2
;
v− 2
2
;
v− 2
4

:
Then v=2 has to be an odd prime p; i.e. Zv = Zp  Z2. The set D is { up to comple-
mentation and equivalence {
D = f(x; y): x is a nonzero square in Zpg [ f(0; 0)g:
Corollary 3.4. Almost perfect sequences of type (IIIa0) and period v with  = 0 exist
if and only if v=2 is an odd prime.
We now turn our attention to case (IIIb0). The parameter series looks rather messy:
It contains, for instance, divisible dierence sets with k−1 =0; k−1 =1 or 1 =2.
As already mentioned, the rst two cases have been investigated elsewhere; the third
case corresponds to dierence sets in the usual sense. Moreover, the series contains
the parameters of the ane dierence sets due to Bose (see Section 6 and Eq. (11)).
In addition to these series, many parameter sets of (putative) divisible dierence sets
are covered by case (IIIb0) which (presumably) do not fall naturally into an innite
class (besides the fact that they all correspond to almost perfect sequences).
Finally, let us consider case (I0). A rst investigation of this type of sequences is in
[83]. The connection with dierence sets has been pointed out in [11]. Systematically,
only the cases  = 0; 1 and 2 have been studied so far. We start with the case  = 0.
It is well known that the only cyclic v
2
; 2;
v
2
; 0;
v
4

-dierence set (3)
exists for v= 4 [46]. Therefore, in connection with sequences, the job is done:
Result 3.5. There are no almost perfect sequences of type (I0) and = 0 with period
v> 4.
However, the noncyclic case is much more interesting, and it is worthwhile to spend
some time and space on this situation. Note that the parameters (3) describe rela-
tive dierence sets. If we project a relative dierence set (3) onto G=N , we obtain
a trivial (v=2; v=2; v=2)-dierence set. More generally, relative dierence sets D which
project onto trivial (k; k; k)-dierence sets are called semi-regular. The parameters can
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be written in the form
(k; u; k; k=u):
Up to now, basically only the case where k  u is a prime power, has been studied.
If u = 1, these dierence sets are trivial and they always exist. If u = k, we know
examples only if u is a prime power [70]:
Result 3.6. For all primes p and integers a; there exists a group G containing a
(pa; pa; pa; 1)-dierence set (relative to a subgroup N ). If p is odd; G is elementary
abelian; if p is even; G is the direct product of Z4’s; and N is the unique elementary
abelian subgroup of G of order 2a.
In the even case, it is known that G has to be the direct product of cyclic groups of
order 4. In the case that p is odd, it is only conjectured that G has to be elementary
abelian. In order to get at least partial results towards this conjecture, people have
investigated relative dierence sets with parameters (pa; pb; pa; pa−b), in particular the
case b=1. We refer the reader to [70,73] for more information concerning these relative
dierence sets.
Most results concerning semi-regular relative dierence sets deal with p-groups. Not
much is known for composite n. This is similar to the case of Hadamard dierence
sets [9,19]: If the order n is a power of 2, necessary and sucient conditions for the
existence of abelian Hadamard dierence sets are known (see Results 7.2 and 7.3). If
n is a product of distinct primes, a lot of constructions are known, but it seems that
we are far from necessary and sucient conditions. If n is an odd prime power, we
know at least strong necessary conditions, but the case for composite n is wide open.
Another connection with Hadamard matrices is worth mentioning: A cyclic Hadamard
dierence set is basically equivalent to a circulant Hadamard matrix H : A square matrix
of size v is called Hadamard if it has entries 1 and HH t = vI; where I is the identity
matrix. A square matrix C = (ci; j) is circulant if it satises
ZC = CZ or; equivalently; ZCZ t = C;
where
Z =
0
BBBBBBBB@
0 0 : : : : : : 1
1 0 : : : : : : 0
0 1 0 : : : 0
0 0 1 : : : 0
...
...
...
0 0 : : : 1 0
1
CCCCCCCCA
:
In other words, ci; j=ci+1; j+1 for all i and j, where the indices are computed modulo
the size v of the matrix. The correpondence between circulant Hadamard matrices and
Hadamard dierence sets is rather obvious: If H=(hi; j) is a circulant Hadamard matrix,
then
D = f16j6v: h1; j = 1g
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(considered as a subset of Zv) is a Hadamard dierence set. Vice versa, a cyclic
Hadamard dierence set yields a Hadamard matrix: The Hadamard dierence set just
describes the rst row of a circulant Hadamard matrix.
Similarly, a matrix is called negacirculant if
YC = CY or; equivalently; YCY t = C;
where
Y =
0
BBBBBBBB@
0 0 : : : : : : −1
1 0 : : : : : : 0
0 1 0 : : : 0
0 0 1 0
...
...
...
0 0 : : : 1 0
1
CCCCCCCCA
:
In other words, ci; j = ci+1; j+1 for j = 1; : : : ; v − 1, and ci+1;1 = −ci;v. We can con-
struct a negacirculant Hadamard matrix H=(hi; j) from a cyclic (v=2; 2; v=2; v=2)-relative
dierence set D by dening the rst row h1 as follows:
h1; j :=

+1 if j 2 D;
−1 if j + v=2 2 D:
It turns out that the negacirculant matrix whose rst row is h1 is a Hadamard matrix.
Note that the denition above makes sense since each coset of N = f0; v=2g contains
precisely one element of D. Conversely, any negacirculant Hadamard matrix gives rise
to a cyclic relative dierence set with parameters (3). We emphasize that the existence
question for circulant Hadamard matrices is still open, but the existence question for
negacirculant Hadamard matrices has been solved completely, see Result 3.5.
Now we turn our attention to the case of almost perfect sequences of type (I0)
and  = 1. Up to now, we have not seen an interesting innite series of almost
perfect sequences (the examples given in Corollary 3.2 are trivial in the sense that
they are constructed from perfect sequences). But in the case (I0) and  = 1, an in-
nite series is known. We describe the construction of the corresponding dierence
set: Just take the set of elements d of trace d + dq = 1 in the multiplicative group
G of GF(q2). These elements form a cyclic relative dierence set with parameters
(q+1; q− 1; q; 1) in G; such relative dierence sets are usually called ane dierence
sets (see [47] for a survey). Projection yields a cyclic relative dierence set with pa-
rameters (q+ 1; 2; q; (q− 1)=2), provided that q is odd. Hence, we have the following
result:
Theorem 3.7. Almost perfect sequences of type (I0); period v and =1 exist provided
that v= 2(q+ 1) for some odd prime power q.
Regarding relative dierence sets with parameters
m+ 1; 2; m;
m− 1
2

; (4)
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it is often conjectured that they can exist only if m is a prime power. In [21], a rst
systematic investigation of these dierence sets has been carried out. It has been shown
that for values m< 225, no cyclic dierence set with parameters (4) can exist. This
result has been extended up to the case m=423 by Reuschling [71]. Since this search
has never been published, we will describe it briey, and indicate why the open cases
(like m= 425) seem to be dicult to handle.
First, we will describe the tools that have been used in [71]. We start with multi-
plier arguments. A (numerical) multiplier of an abelian dierence set D is an integer
t relatively prime to the group order such that (in group ring notation) D(t) = Dg
for some group element g. The multipliers form a group M , the multiplier group. In
case gcd(k; jGj) = 1, we may assume without loss of generality that D is xed by all
multipliers [70].
A multiplier theorem is a statement that certain integers have to be multipliers of
certain (putative) dierence sets, depending just on the parameters of the dierence sets.
Here, we state a multiplier theorem for the relative dierence sets under consideration:
Result 3.8. The following integers are multipliers of any cyclic relative dierence set
with parameters (m+ 1; 2; m; (m− 1)=2):
 m
 If m= pk is a power of the prime p; then p is a multiplier.
 If m = piqj is the product of powers of two distinct primes p and q; then pi and
qj are multipliers.
For proof, we refer the reader to [7,70]. If we know the multiplier group M of a
dierence set D with gcd(jDj; jGj) = 1, then D has to be (w.l.o.g.) the union of orbits
Ci := fit : t 2 Mg. A strategy to prove nonexistence of a (relative) dierence set is as
follows: Try to write the putative dierence set D as a union of orbits Ci. In order to
do this, let T be a union of orbits such that jT j< jDj (otherwise T cannot be extended
to a dierence set D). We check whether all the coecients of TT (−1) are less than or
equal to the coecients of DD(−1) (this group ring element is known!). Only if this
criterion is satised, we try to add a suitable orbit to T . This recursive process can be
implemented easily.
Let us summarize: Multipliers reduce the complexity to search for a dierence set,
since we know already that the set has to be the union of considerably large pieces.
Roughly speaking, the larger the pieces (that is, the orbits of the multiplier group) are,
the easier is the search. Hence, a large multiplier group simplies the search.
This approach to use multipliers in order to construct or prove nonexistence of puta-
tive dierence sets is fairly standard. It works best if the  values, i.e. the \replication
numbers", are small. In that case, it happens fairly often that the union T of orbits
yields replication numbers that are too large. Unfortunately, the 2 value of our series
of divisible dierence sets is large. The good news is the parameter 1 =0: As soon as
the union T of some orbits contains a coset of N , the set T cannot be extended to a
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relative dierence set. This property can be veried easily. It is also, in some disguised
form, the main argument to prove the following theorem due to Langevin [58]:
Result 3.9 (Langevin-test). Let G be an abelian group of order 2(m + 1). Let
t be a multiplier of a putative (m + 1; 2; m; (m − 1)=2)-dierence set relative to N .
If G nN contains elements x and y with xt = x and yq = (m + 1)y; then G cannot
contain a dierence set with these parameters.
One of the most powerful nonexistence results on relative dierence sets with pa-
rameters (4) is the so called Mann-test: Mann [65] developed a nonexistence theorem
on dierence sets using the prime ideal decomposition of the order of the dierence
set in the ring of algebraic integers of a suitable cyclotomic eld. This result has been
generalized to divisible dierence sets in [5], see also [70]:
Result 3.10 (Mann-test). Let D be a divisible (v=u; u; k; 1; 2) dierence set in the
abelian group G relative to N . Moreover; let t be a multiplier of D; and let U be a
subgroup of G such that G=U has exponent w 6= 1. Let p be a prime not dividing w
such that tpf  −1modw for some integer f. Then the following holds:
 If N is not contained in U; then p does not divide the square-free part of k − 1.
 If N is contained in U; then p does not divide the square-free part of k2 − v2.
Only the rst part of this result is relevant for a search for relative dierence sets
with parameters (4), since in this case k2 − v2 is just 1.
The following table shows how many cyclic relative dierence sets have been ruled
out for m61000 (m odd) using which tests. We note that we have rst used the
Mann-test, then we have used the Langevin test and nally we have tried to construct
the relative dierence sets (orbit test).
Prime powers : 184
Mann-test : 212
Langevin-test : 28
Orbit test : 68
Open 7
Table 4 shows the open cases and their multiplier groups in the range m61000
(here ij indicates j orbits of size i).
Of course, a complete search on larger machines might be possible (we have used an
IBM RISC6000). However, in the open cases the number of orbits under the multiplier
group is very large and a complete search might not be appropriate.
We should mention that a similar investigation has been carried out for abelian
ane dierence sets, that is, relative dierence sets with parameters of the form
(m+1; m−1; m; 1) [48]. In this situation, multiplier arguments seem to be more power-
ful: As soon as the dierences of the orbits under the multiplier group cover an element
outside N more than once, the putative dierence cannot exist. Moreover, a lot more
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Table 4
m Generators of the multiplier group Order of the multiplier group Orbit structure
425 h17i 10 14241084
531 h3i 18 1223681856
545 h5; 109i 24 14244126128122436
549 h3i 20 122144541022052
629 h17; 37i 24 14216446368162436
867 h3i 30 1223683056
909 h9; 101i 12 142866012120
Table 5
O-peak autocorrelation coecients
v  0mod 4 0; 4 or 0;−4
v  1mod 4 1;−3
v  2mod 4 2;−2
v  3mod 4 −1; 3
multipliers are known (all divisors of m are multipliers!). In the range m610 000,
there is no open case left:
Result 3.11. For m610 000; abelian ane dierence sets of order m exist if and only
if m is a prime power.
The next case in the series of almost perfect sequences of type (I0) that has been
investigated is  = 2 [6,60]. The parameters of the corresponding divisible dierence
sets are
v
2
; 2;
v− 4
2
; 2;
v− 8
4

: (5)
Examples are known only for v = 8; 12 and 28. It has been proved in [60] that these
are the only examples that can exist:
Result 3.12. Almost perfect sequences of type (I0) with  = 2 and period v (equi-
valently, divisible dierence sets with parameters (5)) exist if and only if v = 8; 12
or 28.
4. Other criteria for the quality of periodic sequences
In the preceeding section, we have studied perfect and almost perfect sequences. We
have restricted the correlation coecients to be as small as possible, with at most one
exception. However, in connection with applications in signal processing, some other
performance properties of the o-peak autocorrelation coecients are used. We call
a sequence nearly perfect if it has precisely two o-peak autocorrelation coecients,
and these coecients are as small as possible. Table 5 shows the candidates for the
o-peak autocorrelation coecients.
The subset D of the cyclic group Zv corresponding to a nearly perfect sequence
has the property that there are only two possible values 1 and 2 for the number of
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dierence representations (with elements from D) of nonzero elements of Zv. However,
there is no restriction which elements are covered by 1 and which elements by 2
dierences. Computer searches [68] have shown that nearly perfect sequences exist for
all values v< 84. This gives rise to the following question:
Question 4.1. Do nearly perfect sequences of period v exist for all v?
Besides the computer results, only very few innite series of nearly perfect sequences
are known, which are not perfect:
 v+ 1 an odd prime power: Lempel sequences,
 v an odd prime: Legendre sequences.
The Lempel sequences [59] are dened using the multiplicative group of a nite eld
GF(v+ 1): Let  be a generator of the multiplicative group of GF(v+ 1). We dene
the sequence a via
ai :=

1 if i + 1 is a nonsquare in GF(v+ 1);
−1 if i + 1 is a square in GF(v+ 1):
Similarly, the Legendre sequences b satisfy
bi :=

1 if i is a square modulo v;
−1 otherwise:
In the case v  3mod 4, the Legendre sequences correspond to the Paley dierence sets
discussed at the end of Section 2 and are, therefore, actually perfect. The combinatorial
object corresponding to a Legendre sequence with v  1mod 4 is a partial dierence
set; see [63] for a recent survey on this topic.
Finally, let us mention another important parameter that measures the quality of a
periodic sequence a: We consider the sum of the squares of the o-peak autocorrelation
coecients, that is
Pv−1
i=1 C(i)
2. Normalization yields the so called merit factor MF of
a sequence a = (ai) of period v:
MF(a) := v2
,
v−1X
i=1
C(i)2:
It is the goal to nd sequences with large merit factors. If v 6 2mod 4, the largest
possible merit factor would be attained for perfect sequences; if v  2mod 4, nearly
perfect sequences yield the maximum possible value. Table 6 shows the (theoretically)
largest possible merit factors:
Table 6
Largest possible merit factor Remark
v  0mod 4 1 Perfect sequences
v  1mod 4 v2v−1 Perfect sequences
v  2mod 4 v24(v−1) Nearly perfect sequences
v  3mod 4 v29(v−1) Perfect sequences
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The discussion above shows that for v 6 2; 3mod 4, no innite series of sequences
are known which attain the maximum conceivable merit factor. However, innite series
of nearly perfect sequences of period v  0; 1mod 4 are known. They have merit factors
MF(Legendre) =
v2
5(v− 1) (v  1mod 4); (6)
MF(Lempel) =
v2
8(v− 1) (v  0mod 4): (7)
Computer searches have shown that, at least for small periods, neither the Legendre
(with v  1mod 4) nor the Lempel sequences (with v  0mod 4) have best possible
merit factor: It is possible to nd nearly perfect sequences with larger merit factor
[62]. But it is an open problem to nd innite series of sequences beating the merit
factors of Legendre and Lempel sequences: We would like to get information about
the quantity
  := lim sup
MF(a)
period of a
:
The Lempel sequences with v  2mod 4 show  > 14 .
5. Sequences with good aperiodic correlation properties
Up to now, we have only studied properties of the periodic autocorrelation function.
Similarly, properties of the aperiodic autocorrelation function have been investigated.
In particular, the aperiodic merit factor
MFa :=
v2
2
Pv−1
i=1 A(i)
2
is of interest. Actually, Golay originally invented the merit factor to study properties of
the aperiodic autocorrelation function. The best we can expect are sequences where all
the o-peak aperiodic autocorrelation coecients are in f−1; 0; 1g. 1-sequences with
this property are called Barker sequences [8]. Barker sequences exist for length v 2
f2; 3; 4; 5; 7; 11; 13g. It can be shown [81] that no Barker sequence of odd length v can
exist if v> 13. Moreover, Barker sequences of even length yield to cyclic Hadamard
dierence sets of size v [81]. This implication (which is not quite obvious) has pro-
vided further motivation for the investigation of cyclic Hadamard dierence sets: Every
nonexistence result on cyclic Hadamard dierence sets is also a nonexistence result on
Barker sequences. At some places in the literature one can read statements that the
existence of Barker sequences of even length is equivalent to the existence of cyclic
Hadamard dierence sets. This might be true since both objects presumably do not ex-
ist (with the trivial exception of length 4), but there is no transformation known which
constructs a Barker sequence out of a Hadamard dierence set. With one exception,
all nonexistence results on Barker sequences are derived from nonexistence results on
Hadamard dierence sets. This exceptional result is due to Eliahou et al. [26]:
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Result 5.1. If v is an even number with a prime divisor  1mod 4; then no Barker
sequence of length v exists.
The recent results of Schmidt [74] on circulant Hadamard dierence sets make it
virtually certain that the Barker sequence conjecture is correct: Schmidt was actually
not able to nd an integer u for which the existence of a (putative) Barker sequence
cannot be ruled out using his results in conjunction with Result 5.1. More precisely,
he has the following theorem:
Result 5.2. There is no Barker sequence of length v with
13<v< 4 1012:
The aperiodic merit factors of binary sequences seem to be bounded. Note that a
(putative) Barker sequence of (even) length v has an aperiodic merit factor v2=v (the
aperiodic autocorrelation coecients A(i) are 0 for even i and 1 for odd i). Therefore,
the problem to decide whether
lim supMFa(a)<1
includes the (apparently dicult) problem to decide whether only nitely many Barker
sequences exist. Using statistical arguments, Golay [33] conjectured
lim supMFa(a)612:3:
Note that the aperiodic autocorrelation coecients do not have a nice correspondence
with the number of dierence representations d − d0 using elements from DZv.
There is no (theoretical) reason why sequences with good periodic autocorrelation
properties should yield sequences with good aperiodic correlation properties. But the
(asymptotically) best known aperiodic merit factors in fact come from dierence sets,
hence from periodic sequences with a two-level autocorrelation function. The following
result is contained in [44]:
Result 5.3. Let CL denote the class of Legendre sequences, Cm the class of
m-sequences of length 2x − 1 and Ctp the class of twin prime sequences (see the
remarks at the end of Section 2). Then the following holds:
lim sup
a2CL
(MFa(a)) = lim sup
a2Ctp
(MFa(a)) = 6; (8)
lim sup
a2Cm
(MFa(a)) = 3: (9)
This is (asymptotically) the best what is known. To our knowledge, the (asymptotic)
aperiodic merit factors of the other perfect sequences of length v  3mod 4 are not
yet known. Moreover, the aperiodic merit factors of the Lempel sequences are also
unknown.
It should be noted that several computer searches have been done to construct
sequences with good aperiodic merit factor, see, for instance, [39,67].
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6. Ternary sequences with good correlation properties
A ternary periodic sequence a=(ai) has entries f−1; 0; 1g. It is interesting that innite
families of ternary sequences with o-peak autocorrelation constant 0 are known, in
marked contrast to the binary case. In order to avoid trivial examples, we assume that
a is not the zero sequence. A periodic ternary sequence of period v denes two subsets
A and B of Zv, corresponding to the indices i with ai=1 and ai=−1. Then, in group
ring notation,
(A− B)(A− B)(−1) = s: (10)
Obviously, s has to be a square, say s=k2. The following approach (which is sometimes
called the Waterloo problem) can be used to construct perfect ternary sequences: Take
a cyclic dierence set D of size v in G = Zv and try to partition D into two subsets A
and B such that (10) is satised. It is not dicult to see that A and B satisfy (10) if
and only if A+Bi is a (v; 2; k; )-dierence set in Gf1; ig relative to f1; ig. Therefore,
one should search for relative dierence sets with these parameters. We note that the
relative dierence sets with parameters (4) cannot be used since they do not live in
the direct product ZmZ2: Only splitting relative dierence sets, where the forbidden
subgroup N is a direct summand of G, are useful in the present context.
Clearly, the cyclic dierence sets of Bose with parameters
qd − 1
q− 1 ; q− 1; q
d−1; qd−2

yield examples (via projection) whenever q and d are both odd (see [45] or [70] for
a description of the Bose dierence sets). The projected relative dierence sets have
parameters
qd − 1
q− 1 ; 2; q
d−1;
qd−2(q− 1)
2

: (11)
Note that q has to be odd so that the forbidden subgroup has even order q − 1; if
d were even, the image under the projection would not have a splitting forbidden
subgroup, since (qd − 1)=(q − 1) would be even. In the literature on sequences, this
construction is attributed to Ipatov [41]. However, this leaves the question whether a
dierent construction can yield relative dierence sets with parameters (11) for even d
or q. This problem was open for a long time; nally, it was solved in [2]:
Result 6.1. Let q be a prime power. Then; splitting relative dierence sets with
parameters (11) exist if and only if d is odd.
We note that this result has a positive as well as a negative component: In [2], both
a construction (for the q even case) as well as a nonexistence result (d even) has been
given. It is worth mentioning that the construction in [2] is not at all obvious; it uses
parabolic quadrics in nite projective spaces. Unfortunately, the Waterloo approach
does not seem to work for other families of (cyclic) dierence sets [3].
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Constructions related to the positive answer in Result 6:1 are contained in [31,40].
In several applications, perfect ternary sequences are of special interest, where the
occurrence of an entry 0 correspond to a pause in transmission. In this context, one
denes the deciency of such a sequence as the number of entries 0 per period. It
is important to know optimal perfect ternary sequences, that is, sequences of minimal
deciency. We refer the reader to [32] for this topic.
We nally remark that complex perfect sequences have also found considerable
interest; see, for instance, Section 4:7 of [62].
7. Perfect binary arrays
In this section, we briey consider \perfect binary arrays" which correspond to
Hadamard dierence sets. While we have seen that there is reason to believe that no
nontrivial cyclic Hadamard dierence set (and hence no perfect binary sequence with
period v  0mod 4 and v> 4) exists, there are many known innite families of perfect
binary arrays.
Thus let G be an abelian group of order v which is written as the direct sum of d
cyclic groups, say
G = Zv1      Zvd ;
and let D be a subset of G. We associate with D a binary array A=(ag) of dimension
d with entries +1 and −1 which is indexed by the group elements g written as d-tuples
g= (g1; : : : ; gd) where g1 = 0; : : : ; v1 − 1; : : : ; gd = 0; : : : ; vd − 1;
here one puts ag=+1 if g 2 D and ag=−1 otherwise. Of course, we can also interpret A
as a periodic binary array indexed with the d-tuples of nonnegative integers if we just
reduce every index gi modulo vi. Note that this construction is in complete analogy
with the correspondence between periodic binary sequences of period v and subsets
of Zv.
One now denes the autocorrelation function C(h) of A in analogy to the case of
sequences: Thus, for all group elements h 2 G,
C(h) :=
X
g2G
agag+h:
Then A is called a perfect binary array if one has C(h) = 0 for every nontrivial
autocorrelation coeent, that is, for all h 6= 0. Using similar arguments as those given
for the proof of Lemma 1.3, one obtains the following result shown in [17] for the
case d= 2 and to [50] for the general case:
Lemma 7.1. Let G be an abelian group of order v = 4u2 which is written as the
direct sum of d cyclic groups; and let D be a subset of G. Then D is a Hadamard
dierence set in G if and only if the associated d-dimensional binary array is perfect.
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The study of perfect binary arrays was initiated in [13]. Of course, two-dimensional
arrays form the case that is of most interest for engineering applications; see, for
example, [61]. A table of 2-dimensional perfect binary arrays was given in [15,16] and
updated in [42,43].
The following general existence theorem lists all abelian groups which are presently
known to contain a Hadamard dierence set. It combines results of [1,18,54,80,84];
a complete proof may be found in [9].
Result 7.2. Let G be any group which is a direct product of an abelian group of order
22d+2 and exponent at most 2d+ 2 (for some nonnegative integer d) with groups of
the type Z2mi ; where each mi is a power of 3; and groups of the type Z
4
pj ; where the pj
are (not necessarily distinct) odd primes. Then G contains a Hadamard dierence set.
There are also many nonexistence results for abelian Hadamard dierence sets; we
refer the reader to [9] and the survey [19]. Here we just mention a nonexistence result
for abelian Hadamard dierence sets in 2-groups [79].
Result 7.3. Let G be a group of order 22d+2 containing a Hadamard dierence set.
Then the exponent of G is at most 2d+2.
Together with Result 7:2, this theorem implies a necessary and sucient condition for
the existence of abelian Hadamard dierence sets in 2-groups. It is worth mentioning
that the exponent bound in Result 7:3 does not hold in the nonabelian case [20].
8. An application: Coded aperture imaging
In this nal section, we shall give a simplied description of a \real life" application
of certain perfect binary sequences (actually written as 2-dimensional arrays) within
Applied Optics, namely \coded aperture imaging". Let us begin with a brief discussion
of this method and its uses.
The main idea in coded aperture imaging is to replace the single opening of a simple
pinhole camera by many pinholes, called collectively the aperture. Hence each point
on a self-luminous object O produces a shadow of the aperture on the picture; in other
words, the recorded picture P will consist of many superimposed images of O, and one
needs to reconstruct (a good approximation of) O from P. This technique was originally
devised for X-ray imaging in Astrophysics, where usually most X-ray sources are so
weak that a simple pinhole camera cannot be used, since the natural background noise
is just too strong. In more technical terms, a nontrivial aperture is needed to achieve
a suciently large signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). A coded aperture using N pinholes
can improve the SNR by a factor of approximately
p
N when compared to a single
pinhole camera [22]. As values of N in the magnitude of 105 are quite common, the
coded aperture technique can be very successful.
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Originally, the pinholes of the aperture were chosen randomly. The use of specically
designed apertures was rst proposed in 1978 in a seminal paper by Fenimore and
Cannon [29], who used the perfect sequences corresponding to the twin prime dierence
sets (which we have discussed at the end of Section 2) to rst produce suitable binary
arrays. We will now discuss this important idea without going into any technical details
(for which we refer to the original source).
We assume that the object O, the aperture A and the detector D are contained in
parallel planes, where the distance from O to A is b and the distance from A to D is
f. We shall also write m := (b+f)=b. In order to perform any digital picture analysis,
we need a discretization of the physical quantities occurring. Thus we represent A by
an array with entries 0 and 1, where A(i; j) = 1 means that there is a pinhole (which
we take to be a square opening of unit size) centered at the point of the aperture plane
with coordinates (i; j), whereas A(i; j) = 0 indicates the absence of a pinhole in this
position (so that the corresponding area is opaque for the radiation used). Hence the
centers of pinholes are restricted to a square grid of unit width. We also dene an
integer array O(i; j) which represents the luminosity of O in a square area of size 2
centered at the point (i; j) of the object plane. (More precisely, O(i; j) can be taken
as the number of photons originating from this area of O which would be observed
during the exposure time using just a single pinhole.) Finally, denote by P(i; j) the
intensity of radiation received from O which is recorded in a square area of size m2 of
D centered at the point (im; jm) in the detector plane; again, this can be dened more
precisely as the number of photons received from O in this part of the detector during
the exposure time. If we choose = m=(m− 1) = (b+ f)=f, we obtain the following
formula (ignoring background noise for the time being):
P(k; l) =
X
i; j
O(i; j)A(i + k; j + l): (12)
Indeed, a photon emerging from (i; j) and passing through the aperture plane at the
point (i + k; j + l) will reach the detector plane in the point (km; lm), since we have
mk − i
(i + k)− i =
b+ f
b
= m;
by elementary geometry. 1 Note that Eq. (12) looks much like the denition of the
autocorrelation of a binary array given in Section 7. Here, of course, the array is written
with entries 0 and 1 instead of 1. As in the case of sequences, this will not pose
any real problem, cf. Lemma 1.1. Since we are looking at the periodic autocorrelation,
the aperture A used should be based on a periodic binary array, where the actual size
of the aperture depends on the size of the image to be processed. (Clearly, an innite
1 There seems to be a mistake in the original paper [29] by Fenimore and Cannon in this context, since
they would use  = 1=f. (Note that we have omitted the common scaling factor c used by them in all
coordinate planes.) Apart from the mathematical diculties arising, this would seem to make no sense in
the astrophysical context, where b is very large, so that m  1. Clearly, using pinholes and detector segments
of unit area, the observed far-away X-ray source O has to be discretized into squares of very large area;
note that this works with area size 2, where  = m=(m− 1) and m− 1  0, but nor for size 1=f2.
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aperture is not very practical!) In engineering terms, one uses a \basic aperture" of
size r  s which is then \mosaicked" to give the actual aperture. It can be shown that
a mosaicked aperture of extent 2r  2s suces, if the camera is pointed to the center
of the object O and if the object array has size at most r  s [29].
In order to simplify notation, it is usual to introduce the correlation operator  on
r  s-matrices; here A  B is dened to be the r  s-matrix with entries
ckl :=
r−1X
i=0
s−1X
j=0
aijbi+k; j+l;
where the indices are to be interpreted modulo (r; s). Thus Eq. (12) now takes the
simpler form
P = O  A; (13)
which we need to solve for the object array O, in order to reconstruct the object O
from the observed array P. This requires nding a correlational inverse for A, that is,
a matrix A^ satisfying
= A  A^; (14)
where  has an entry 1 in position (0; 0) and entries 0 otherwise. It is not too surprising
that this idea works much better for an array with nice autocorrelation properties than
for a randomly chosen one.
The binary arrays which have been introduced in [29] (where they are called uni-
formly redundant arrays, URA) are actually based on the cyclic twin prime dierence
sets mentioned at the end of Section 2, up to complementation and equivalence. How-
ever, Fenimore and Cannon were obviously not aware of the connection to dierence
sets; we shall now give an equivalent description of their approach. Thus choose a pair
of twin primes r = p and s = p + 2; then the twin prime dierence set D is dened
as follows:
D := f(g; h) 2 Zr  Zs: g; h 6= 0 and (g)(h) = 1g [ f(g; 0): g 2 Zrg;
where (x)=+1 if x is a square modulo r or s, respectively, and (x)=−1 otherwise.
It is not too dicult to show that D is indeed a Paley{Hadamard dierence set; see,
for instance, [9]. Hence D corresponds to a perfect binary sequence a with o-peak
autocorrelation −1 and k = (rs − 1)=2 entries +1 per period, by Lemma 1.3. Multi-
plying every term of a by −1 then gives a periodic binary sequence b with o-peak
autocorrelation −1 and k = (rs+ 1)=2 entries +1 per period. We may interpret b in a
natural way as a periodic binary r s-array B, since the underlying group G=Zr Zs
is a product of two cyclic groups. Then the autocorrelation properties of b translate
into the equation
B  B= (rs+ 1)− J; (15)
where J denotes the r  s-matrix with all entries +1.
We now construct the basic array A for the desired aperture by replacing every entry
−1 of B by 0, that is, by forming the matrix A := (B+ J )=2. It follows from Eq. (15)
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that the original array B is { up to a scalar factor { the desired correlational inverse
A^ of A: Indeed,
2(A  B) = B  B+ J  B= (rs+ 1);
since k = (rs+ 1)=2 implies J  B= J .
The preceding discussion ignored the presence of background noise. Taking noise
into account, Eq. (13) should be changed into
P = O  A+ N; (16)
where N represents the noise term. Of course, multiplying Eq. (16) by the correlational
inverse A^ of A then no longer yields the original object array O, but only an estimate ~O:
~O = O + N  A^; (17)
and one has to select A in such a way that the noise term N  A^ is reasonably
well-behaved. For instance, it is very desirable that all coecients of the correla-
tional inverse A^ have the same absolute value (as for the URAs presented above). At
this point, also an analysis of the SNR for various possible arrays comes into play, cf.
[28,37]. For instance, it has been shown in [28] that, in general, choosing an array with
a larger transmission, that is a larger proportion of pinholes, does not automatically
lead to a better SNR. However, in most cases a transmission of roughly 1=2, as in the
case of URAs, will work nicely.
There are further arrays of transmission  1=2 which may be constructed in a similar
way [36]; these examples are based on Legendre sequences. More precisely, one uses
a construction analogous to the one described above for the twin prime series of
dierence sets, but now in a group Zp  Zp, where p is a prime. As shown in [36],
one again obtains a correlational inverse with entries 1 for these \modied uniformly
redundant arrays". For a further generalization of the twin prime sequences to \two
prime sequences" [68]. A series of examples with transmission  1=4 constructed from
m-sequences is due to [37], and a series of apertures with relatively smaller transmission
based on a direct geometric construction was given in [38].
Other types of coded apertures or \masks" related to appropriate kinds of dierence
sets likewise have a wealth of interesting applications, e.g. to gamma-ray telescopes,
antenna design, frequency hopping codes, and neutron spectroscopy. We refer the reader
to [14,51{53,55,56,77,82] and the references cited in these papers. There are also in-
teresting applications to the design of concert halls with good acoustical properties, see
[76,77].
Summing up, sequences with good autocorrelation properties have found many ap-
plications in engineering for a long time. Many references to the earlier literature can
be found in the fundamental paper [64]. Some further applications and references may
be found in Chapter XIII of [9] and in [62].
We conclude this paper with a nal remark: We have not at all touched upon the
equally important subject of designing large sets of sequences with good autocorrelation
and \crosscorrelation" properties. The interested reader should consult the survey [72] {
which is still worth reading { and [62] for information on this topic.
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